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1998 Daniel E. Deter

2020-05-19 Disney Book Group When Gabby
Duran is recruited to babysit aliens secretly
residing in her hometown, the unapologetically
bold tween receives an Intergalactic Babysitter
Orientation Guide from her school principal,
who also happens to be an extra-terrestrial.
Though not a by-the-book kind of girl, Gabby
refers to this information-packed guide for what
she needs to know to successfully babysit kids
from another planet, including a dossier of
potential clients, a rundown of otherworldly
gadget, and tips and tricks for dealing with her
unusual charges. As the best babysitter in the
galaxy, Gabby even shares a few tricks of her
own!

2017 Diane L. Fazzi The very first techniques
book in orientation and mobility has been
completely revised and updated for today's fast-
changing world, while remaining true to Hill
and Ponder's simple organizational principles
that generations have known and loved. A new,
easy-to-read color format, accompanying
photographs, updated information on street
crossings at complex intersections, and a new
chapter on O&M for people with low vision
make this revised edition a must-have in your
O&M library.

1960 University of California, Berkeley. School
of Public Health

2018-04-25 Alvin D. Jeffery Staff Educator’s
Guide to Clinical Orientation, 2E guides readers
in creating and sustaining a high-quality
orientation and onboarding program that meets
the needs of nurses, organizations, and
patients. In this fully revised second edition,
authors Alvin Jeffery, Robin Jarvis, and Amy
Word-Allen provide all the tools staff educator’s
need to successfully develop a nursing and
healthcare workforce. Whether the staff
educator is new to leading orientation efforts or
a seasoned nursing staff development
specialist, this book will help readers: ·
Understand and use the ADDIE model ·
Analyze, design, and implement an orientation
program · Evaluate an individual’s competency
· Conduct surveys and focus groups · Manage
orientee errors and personality conflicts

1997 Charlotte H. Campbell "This Orientation
Guide acquaints leaders of armored and
mechanized brigades with the Brigade Staff
Exercise that is part of the Combined Arms
Operations at Brigade Level, Realistically
Achieved Through Simulation (COBRA S)
Program. Additionally, it provides leaders with
sufficient information to decide if and how to
include this in their unit training program, by
providing an overview. the intent, and
requirements of the exercise."--DTIC.

1992

1995 Bob Powers For the first time ever,

managers have a tool that will enable them to
effectively grapple with the controversial, and
sometimes explosive issues surrounding sexual
orientation in the workplace. This guide
provides managers with the means to
effectively communicate the company message
of openness and inclusion throughout the work
force, and teach everyone to celebrate the
riches of diversity.

2013-12-02 Bob Powers A Family and Friend's
Guide to Sexual Orientation helps individuals
and families to bridge the divide between gay
and straight, to heal wounds that often
accompany individuals and families' negative
feelings about lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and
transgendered persons. Consisting of thirty
stories by individuals who have come to accept
and embrace their own sexuality, twelve of the
stories are by heterosexuals who, in addition to
talking about their own sexuality, speak of the
homosexuality of a loved one. The book also
includes five personal stories from two families.

2016-05-03 Patrick Carter In this book,
students will gain an inside look at what college
is like. Written as an orientation guide, it is
matter of fact and to the point. The tips and
suggestions are intended to help students
succeed in a common sense and practical
manner. This is a must read for any potential or
starting college student.

2015-05-14 Peg Tobin The Nursing Home
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Director of Nursing Services Facility
Orientation Guide was written by Peg Tobin
and Richard Tobin as a guide to help a new
Director of Nursing key-in on specific areas to
learn about in each department of a post acute
facility. It is also designed to help seasoned
DON's become familiar with a new facility in an
organized process. Peg and Richard Tobin have
both worked in the capacity of Regional
Managers and Corporate Leaders. Richard has
been an administrator and Peg a director of
nursing services; therefore, they are very
familiar with the operations of a post acute
facility and developed this guide from years of
experience in the field. According to Peg and
Richard in order for a leader to be successful
they need to take the time to meet all of their
associates and learn what is happening in each
department from the associates. Once a leader
has demonstrated they care about those that
work with them; the associates will care to
adopt the leader's vision. This guide is general
yet specific at the same time. In healthcare
things are constantly changing and being
approved upon; therefore, there will be reports
that are referred to that will become extinct
and new ones added. When change happens
update and move on. The guide will remain
pertinent and a very useful tool.

Peter Joseph

1976 Everett W. Hill A large-format manual
covering definitions, techniques, and devices,

designed for administrators, educators,
rehabilitation counselors, and other
professionals concerned with the mobility
training process. A classic compilation of
information on an essential subject.

2017-05-07 Alisa R. Charles If you are looking
for some new ideas for your new employee
orientation program, here are 90 ideas you can
use right now before your next new hire quits.
With all the demands and ever changing
priorities in Human Resources today, it can be
difficult to dedicate the time to focus on the
new employee orientation process. While many
will agree that having a strong orientation
program for new hires is important. It often
times can fall through the cracks, thus leaving
the new hire in some cases, left to orientate
themselves. This guide will provide you with
ideas that will: -Generate excitement and make
your new employee feel good about their
decision to join your company -Assist your new
hire in learning the culture and values of your
company quicker - Communicate expectations
earlier in the process to ease anxiety and stress
about starting with a new company -Make your
new hire feel as they are already a valued
member of the team Inside the New Employee
Orientation Guide: 1) Several suggestions and
ideas to assist you in ensuring you have the
orientation BASICS covered. 2) Additional
orientation ideas that are much more
CREATIVE and will help your program go above
and beyond in making your new hires feel

welcomed. 3) Includes even BIGGER ideas that
can transform your orientation process into the
program you've always wanted it to be. Also
included is a 6-step plan to assist you with
implementing ideas that will work best for your
organization.

1976 United States. Defense Logistics Agency

2011-06-28 John Hunt This book shows readers
how to get the most out of C# using Object
Orientation. The author takes a hands-on
approach to learning C# and object orientation,
using lots of worked examples. The text
provides an ideal base from which to start
programming. After introducing the C#
language and object orientation, John Hunt
goes on to explain: how to construct a user
interface for a simple editor; how to obtain
information on files and directories and how
objects can be stored and restored using
serialization... -Presents C# and object-
orientation as a coherent whole, using one to
strengthen the presentation of the other -
Includes lots of complete and worked examples
to clarify readers'understanding -The source
code for the examples is available at:
http://www.guide-to-csharp.net -Hunt is a
successful Springer author, and this book is
written in the same style as his Java for
Practitioners

1986
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2011-02-03 Michael E. Batts Finally! Board
member orientation truly simplified. Serving on
a nonprofit board can be an incredibly
rewarding experience for the properly prepared
board member. This book is for the generous
and busy people who agree to give of their time
and talents by serving on nonprofit boards.
Nonprofit boards often fail to do a good job of
board member orientation for a variety of
reasons. It takes a significant amount of time
and effort to plan and conduct quality board
member orientation programs, and every time a
new board member arrives, it's time to do it
again! Because of the challenges associated
with providing quality board member
orientation, many nonprofit organizations do
not do it at all, leaving their board members to
wing it. This book provides help and support to
the truly great men and women serving on
nonprofit boards whose service makes a
positive difference in the lives of countless
people every day. This book is a concise and
appropriately comprehensive guide to nonprofit
board service designed especially for new
board members. It is a quick read, (about one
hour), yet it addresses with accuracy the most
significant elements of board service, such as
mission, responsibility, duty, risk, liability, and
board meeting dynamics. Hooey Alerts! Watch
for Hooey Alerts! where the author identifies
and dispels common myths and legends about
nonprofit board service. There are many
sources of false or misleading information
about the nonprofit board service environment.

A perfect example is the often vaguely-worded
and intimidating assertion or implication that
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act passed by Congress in
2002 applies to nonprofit organizations in a
manner similar to how it applies to publicly-
traded companies. (It does not.) Reviews "This
book is the perfect guide for every nonprofit
board member! Concise, highly informative,
and loaded with nuggets of wisdom, it's a must
read that will take board members to the next
level of successful board governance." -- J. Todd
Chasteen, General Counsel, Samaritan's Purse
"Mike Batts has put his quarter century of
advising and serving on nonprofit boards to
good use in this accurate and easy-to-read
book. In addition to describing major principles
of nonprofit law and governance, the book
provides helpful questions to guide board
members in understanding the practical
applications of the concepts discussed. While
geared primarily toward helping new board
members get up to speed quickly, it should also
help veteran board members discharge their
stewardship roles wisely and efficiently." --
Chuck Hartman, Associate Professor of
Business Law and Accounting, Cedarville
University "This book, Board Member
Orientation, is exactly what a busy volunteer
board member needs. The board member's
duties are presented in a clear and concise
manner from the perspective of someone who
has been around many boards. With a focus on
those issues that are most common and/or most
important, it is perfect for board member

orientation and for quick reference reminders
for the experienced board member." -- Doug
Starcher, Partner, Broad & Cassel "This book
provides clear, no-nonsense guidance on the
basic issues for new nonprofit board members.
Using this book for board member orientation
will ensure your organization has
communicated fundamental governance issues
and will assist the board in determining risk
management strategies." -- Dan Busby,
President, ECFA
*********************************** The Simple
Board Member Orientation Process Using This
Book: 1.Your board members read Chapters 1-9
of the book, which will provide them with
insights regarding the key elements of
nonprofit board service. 2.You provide the
board members with copies of the documents
described in Chapter 10 related to your
organization. 3.You meet with your board
members to discuss the unique attributes of
your organization following the discussion
questions provided in Chapter 10. Done!

2010 William R. Wiener Foundations of
Orientation and Mobility, the classic
professional reference and textbook has been
completely revised and expanded to two
volumes by the most knowledgeable experts in
the field. The new third edition includes both
the latest research in O&M and expanded
information on practice and teaching
strategies. Volume 1, History and Theory,
includes the bases of O&M knowledge,
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including perception, orientation, low vision,
audition, kinesiology, psychosocial issues, and
learning theories, as well as chapters on
technology, dog guides, orientation aids, and
environmental accessibility. A section on the
profession of O&M includes its international
history; administration, assessment and
program planning; and a chapter on research in
O&M. No O&M student or professional can
afford to be without this essential resource.

1996 Billy L. Burnside

1984 United States. Public Health Service.
Office of Management

2024-04-01 Robin L. Jarvis “Chapter to chapter,
I was able to deepen my understanding of
process and concepts in ways that will
strengthen the professional development of any
nursing team.” –Heather E. Norman, MBA,
MSN, RN, NE-BC, CNL, CCHP-RN Chief
Nursing Officer, Wellpath “Staff Educator’s
Guide to Clinical Orientation provides an
insightful look into the onboarding needs of our
healthcare environment . . . This guide would
be a fantastic resource for a new or established
onboarding program.” –Veronica Gurule, MSN,
RN, CCRN Pediatric Intensive Care Nurse Cook
Children’s Hospital “Staff Educator’s Guide to
Clinical Orientation is a must-read for anyone
who is involved in onboarding new,
experienced, and temporary staff nurses in a
clinical setting.” - Paula Levett, MS, RN, CCRN

Former Nursing Practice Leader Pediatric
Intensive Care Unit The University of Iowa
Stead Family Children’s Hospital With all the
changes in staffing in the past few years due to
the pandemic, a high-quality onboarding
process is even more important for retention
and ensuring a new nurse’s success. In this
fully revised third edition of Staff Educator’s
Guide to Clinical Orientation, authors Robin
Jarvis, Amy J. Word-Allen, and Alvin Jeffery
provide readers with all the tools they need to
successfully develop a nursing and healthcare
workforce. Whether someone is new to leading
orientation efforts or a seasoned nursing staff
development specialist, this book will help
readers: · Understand the role of the preceptor
in clinical orientation activities · Incorporate
regulatory and legal issues · Understand and
use the ADDIE model · Analyze, design, and
implement an orientation program · Evaluate
an individual’s competency · Conduct surveys
and focus groups · Manage orientee errors and
personality conflicts TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Important Considerations for
Onboarding and Orientation Chapter 2:
Analysis and Design of an Onboarding Program
Chapter 3: Developing and Implementing an
Orientation Program Chapter 4: Evaluating an
Individual’s Competency Chapter 5: Working
With Orientees Chapter 6: Evaluating an
Orientation Program Chapter 7: Temporary
Employees and Students Chapter 8: Regulatory
Considerations Chapter 9: Practical Tips for
Staying Organized Appendix: Essential

Orientation Materials for Your Office

2011-03 Vicki L. Hamm Make sure your
residents are covered -- order a pack of 10
today for just $149! Resident's Orientation
Handbook: Guide to Core Competencies, Duty
Hours, Evaluations, and Documentation helps
residency programs and GME offices introduce
new residents to key ACGME topics. This new
edition is updated to reflect the new AMA duty
hour, supervision, and handoff standards. It
augments your orientation program by giving
residents an easy-to-use take away that covers
main points and focus areas. They'll find tips for
understanding requirements for: * Core
competencies * Duty hours * Evaluations *
Documentation With this pocket-sized
handbook, you will: * Protect your
organization's accreditation standing due
resident violations of ACGME standards * Do
away with conflicting messages * Reduce
redundant information * Eliminate the need to
assemble this information yourself Don't
overwhelm your residents during orientation
Give them the key information they need to
know about the ACGME requirements -- in a
single, convenient source. During orientation
and throughout their first year, residents need
simple, easily accessible information and tools
to deal with ACGME requirements. Resident's
Orientation Handbook provides just that. This
essential resident's resource: * Outlines key
regulations and accreditation standards that
directly apply to residents * Provides residency
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programs and GME offices with a concise
training tool * Concisely explains the core
competencies * Details the new duty hour
regulations to ensure resident compliance *
Educates residents about documentation
requirements * Walks residents through the
evaluation process

2014-09-08 Diana L. Rupert
Print+CourseSmart

2017-01-17 Kappa Alpha psi Membership
Orientation Manual

2020-06-25 Leslie Banahan Published in
partnership with NODA, the Association for
Orientation, Transition, and Retention in
Higher Education Parents and family members
play a critical role in the success of new college
students, but those who never attended college
or who have been away from it for a while may
lack critical information about the purpose,
goals, and structure of higher education today.
This brief guide offers parents and families an
overview of the college experience, especially
in the first year, and suggests strategies for
helping their students succeed. A glossary of
key terms is included. Grounded in the student
success research and practice literature, the
guide is ideal for use in orientation programs,
recruitment events, and family weekends. $2.00
each when purchased in multiple copy pack of
100.

2013-04-20 U. S. Fire Administration This
Orientation Manual provides practical
information: both rescue techniques, and
preparedness information for the first
responder who will encounter people with
visible and non-visible disabilities through their
work. This publication can assist first
responders in advance or make critical
emergency decisions. This publication will help
first responders to confidently work with the
disability community toward the goal of
protecting and saving lives and minimizing
trauma.

2008 Erin Callahan

2009-10-15 Beth Berry "Prentice Hall presents .
. . The Student Orientation Series" Our
"Student Orientation Series" (S.O.S.) consists of
various short booklets on special interest
topics-an excellent resource for when an
assignment or the course focus takes you
beyond the standard coverage. The first two
booklets in the series help students maximize
the benefits provided by service learning and
learning communities. watts, "Service
Learning," discusses the various programs
available to students; the difference between
service learning and internships; how to find
these programs; and how such experiences help
students determine their majors, give back to
the community, and find the right career fit.
Connolly, "Learning Communities," explores
various programs, why they have been

established, and how students benefit from
them. FUTURE TITLES: Additional topics of
interest "Computer Basics," will provide the
basic skills necessary for using the computer
and appropriate applications to ensure one's
success in college. "Your Guide to
Procrastination," will provide the basic
strategies for acknowledging, addressing, and
ultimately overcoming procrastination to
ensure one's success in college and beyond.
"English Language Learners" helps students
find and assess resources that facilitate their
transition into the college culture, academically
and socially, and thus increase their comfort
level in college. "Peer Mentoring" discusses
reasons why and how peer mentors improve
student's performance. It also examines
qualities of successful peer mentors and
strategies on how to become one. At last,
handbooks that allow students to explore key
topics in ameaningful way-and serve as a
resource throughout their college career!
Additional Support-in and out of the classroom
For instructors and students alike, we
encourage you to visit our Student Success
Supersite. This valuable resource is at
www.prenhall.com/success. Features include:
Majors Exploration Career Advice Web Links
Tips from Successful Students Student Bulletin
Boards Faculty Resources To learn more about
Prentice Hall's Student Success and Career
Development textbooks and resources, please
visit our online catalog at www.prenhall.com.
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1997 Beverly J. Winsch "New command,
control, and communication technologies will
affect soldier training requirements. Emerging
training requirements for Army leaders include:
(a) competency on a wider variety of tasks, (b)
the ability to exploit the capabilities of new
technologies, and (c) a clear understanding of
digital tactics, techniques, and procedures. The
current effort, Simulation-Based Multiechelon

Training Program for Armor Units - Digital
(SIMUTA-D), contributes a first step toward
solving some of the key training challenges
faced by Force XXI. The SIMUTA-D program
features Movement to Contact, Deliberate
Attack, and Defense in Sector training support
packages which support execution-focused,
battalion task force staff training for the

digitally-equipped battlefield. This orientation
guide provides the training unit with sufficient
information to prepare to conduct training for
the digital battlefield in a virtual (SIMulation
Networking SIMNET) or constructive (Janus)
environment. In addition, it serves as a quick
reference that briefly describes the essential
duties and responsibilities of the training unit
and an observer/controller team."--DTIC.
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